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Abstract

In this survey article, a variety of systems modeling tumor growth are dis-
cussed. In accordance with the hallmarks of cancer, the described models
incorporate the primary characteristics of cancer evolution. Specifi-
cally, we focus on diffusive interface models and follow the phase-field
approach that describes the tumor as a collection of cells. Such sys-
tems are based on a multiphase approach that employs constitutive laws
and balance laws for individual constituents. In mathematical oncology,
numerous biological phenomena are involved, including temporal and
spatial nonlocal effects, complex nonlinearities, stochasticity, and mixed-
dimensional couplings. Using the models, for instance, we can express
angiogenesis and cell-to-matrix adhesion effects. Finally, we offer some
methods for numerically approximating the models and show simula-
tions of the tumor’s evolution in response to various biological effects.

Keywords: mathematical oncology, tumor growth models, 3D-1D model,
nonlocal adhesion, time-fractional derivative, memory effect, balance laws,
angiogenesis, mechanical deformation
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1 Introduction

Cancer is among the main global causes of death. According to Sung et al
(2021), there were 19.3 million new cancer diagnoses and 9.96 million cancer-
related deaths worldwide. By 2040, the yearly number of new cancer cases
is projected to reach 30.2 million, with 16.3 million fatalities attributable to
cancer. Each tumor is distinct and dependent on a variety of characteristics.
There is no guaranteed procedure for curing cancer, nor is its cause entirely
known. Utilizing mathematical models to precisely depict tumor progression
is the primary objective of mathematical oncology.
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The key hallmarks of cancer evolution are described by Hanahan and
Weinberg (2000, 2011) and for mathematical oncology to be successful, these
characteristics should be met. As a primary advantage of a realistic mathemat-
ical model, cancer progression can be forecasted and physicians will be able
to simply press a button on their computers to initiate a simulation portray-
ing the patient’s tumor and its development. Ideally, this process is combined
with a focused therapy that improves the cancer’s prognosis. However, one
must first guarantee that the model is well-posed, both mathematically and
in terms of accurately representing the movement of actual cancer. The sec-
ond point can only be investigated using data and model verification through
prediction; see the survey article by Oden (2018) for more information on this
topic. The direction of this survey paper is toward the first point. We must
ensure that these models are mathematically valid, have a solution, and that
nothing nonsensical occurs. Then, one can consider a numerical strategy for
the model that will provide a rapid, accurate, and stable representation of the
tumor’s evolution on the physician’s monitor.

There is an abundance of literature on the mathematical modeling of
tumor evolution, which is a positive development. Different groups develop
distinct models and procedures and with this diversification, it is hoped that
researchers will be able to accurately forecast the progression of malignan-
cies. In describing the phenomena of the world, partial differential equations
(PDEs) are ubiquitous; they model the flow of liquids and gases (Navier–Stokes
equations), the evolution of a quantum state (Schrödinger equation), thermal
conduction (heat equation), spinodal decomposition (Cahn–Hilliard equation),
and many others. Complicated models may include nonlinearities, tempo-
ral and spatial nonlocalities, and mixed-dimensional couplings in response to
complex processes.

Initially, tumor models were expressed as a free boundary problem. We
refer to Greenspan (1976), which treated the tissue as a porous media and cal-
culated the convective velocity field using Darcy’s law. Such models have been
expanded upon in various works, and we direct you to the previous reviews
by Bellomo and Preziosi (2000) and Roose et al (2007). Since then, numerous
distinct models have been formulated and in particular, we follow the path of
diffusive interface models in which the tumor is characterized as a collection
of cells using a fourth-order PDE. These models are based on a multiphase
method employing constitutive laws, thermodynamic principles, and balance
rules for single constituents, which dates back to the works of Cristini et al
(2003), Cristini and Lowengrub (2010), Frieboes et al (2010), and Wise et al
(2008) starting in 2003.

This work is organized as follows: In Section 2, we examine tumor evolu-
tion models and follow a technique based on continuum mixture theory. In
this regard, we present the Cahn–Hilliard equation, the fundamental model
of our tumor growth systems. We provide a multiphase tumor growth model
consisting of numerous components and biological processes. In particular,
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we investigate the effects of the extracellular matrix, tumor cell stratifica-
tion, the release of matrix degenerating enzymes and tumor angiogenesis
factors, stochasticity, mechanical deformation, chemotherapeutic influence,
memory effects, subdiffusion, and nonlocal phenomena including cell-to-cell
adhesion and cell-to-matrix adhesion. Further, we highlight each phenomena
by numerical simulations and illustrations. We state the ideas for the numerical
approximations of the introduced models in Section 3.

2 Modeling of Tumor Growth

We propose mathematical oncology models that abstract a number of the
known significant mechanisms involved in tumor growth, decline, and thera-
peutic therapy in real tissue. The systems are designed to reflect mesoscale
and macroscale dynamics, with fields representing volume fractions of mass
concentrations of diverse species that determine tumor composition. Several
authors, including Araujo and McElwain (2004), Fritz (2022), Garcke et al
(2016, 2018a), Lima et al (2014) and Wise et al (2008), have produced localized
versions of multiphase models over the past decade. Balance laws of contin-
uum mixture theory are used to derive the model equation, see also Byrne and
Preziosi (2003), Cristini et al (2009), and Oden et al (2016, 2010).

In Subsection 2.1, we present the prototype system for modeling tumor
growth – the Cahn–Hilliard equation with concentration-dependent mobility.
In a generic framework, we provide in Subsection 2.2 a multiple constituent
model derived from the mass balance law and a Ginzburg–Landau type energy.
As an illustration, we provide the four-species model developed by Hawkins-
Daarud et al (2012). In Subsection 2.3, we incorporate stratification and
invasion due to ECM deterioration into the model. In the following subsec-
tions, additional biological phenomena will be added to the stratified tumor
model. We incorporate spatial and temporal nonlocalities in Subsection 2.4,
stochasticity by a cylindrical Wiener process in Subsection 2.5, mechanical
deformation in Subsection 2.6, chemotherapeutic influence in Subsection 2.7,
and lastly, angiogenesis in mixed-dimensional couplings in Subsection 2.8.

2.1 Prototype model: The Cahn–Hilliard equation

The Cahn–Hilliard equation is the prototypical model for tumor growth. It is a
phase-field equation of the diffuse-interface type, and it possesses the essential
attribute of having a solution that is either 0 or 1, or a smooth transition
phase in between. We define the 1-phase as the manifestation of tumor cells,
whereas the 0-phase represents the absence of malignant cells.

Let φ1 and φ2 represent the concentrations of two components, and it holds
φ1 + φ2 = 1. This indicates that the concentrations describe local portions,
such as those found in binary alloys. They comply with the mass conservation
law

∂tφi = −divJi, i ∈ {1, 2},
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where the mass flux of the i-th component is denotes by Ji. We assume that
the fluxes fulfill the condition J1 + J2 = 0 and we reduce the equations by
defining the quantities φ = φ1 − φ2 and J = J1 − J2, which yields

∂tφ = −divJ.

Here, the flux J is given by the negative of the gradient of the chemical poten-
tial µ, i.e., J = −∇µ. In Gurtin (1996), a mechanical version of the second
law of thermodynamics was introduced by providing an augmented mass flux
J = −m(φ)∇µ with some mobility function m for describing microscopic inter-
actions. Following Cahn and Hilliard (1958), the chemical potential µ is given
by the Gâteaux derivative of the Ginzburg–Landau energy functional

E(φ) =

∫

Ω

{
Ψ(φ) +

ε2

2
|∇φ|2

}
dx. (2.1)

Here, the parameter ε expresses the interfacial width and Ψ describes a double-
well potential with zeros at 0 and 1, e.g., the Landau potential Ψ(φ) = 1

4φ
2(1−

φ)2. Hence, the Cahn–Hilliard equation with concentration-dependent mobility
reads

Cahn–Hilliard equation

∂tφ = div(m(φ)∇µ)

µ = Ψ′(φ)− ε2∆φ

(2.2)

Usually, the mobility function takes the form m(φ) = Mφ2(1 − φ)2 for some
M > 0. The scenario of constant mobility has been exhaustively examined, and
well-posedness can be demonstrated through the use of sufficient assumptions,
as done in Miranville (2019). A proof or counterexample of uniqueness in
the case of degenerate mobility remains unsolved for the class of degenerate
fourth-order parabolic equations.

2.2 Base system: Multiple constituent model

Multiple mechanical and chemical species can coexist at a given place x in a
given domain Ω ⊂ Rd, d ∈ N, within the continuum mixture theory paradigm.
For a medium with N interacting constituents, the volume fraction of each
species is therefore represented by a field φα, 1 ≤ α ≤ N , with value φα(t, x)
at x ∈ Ω, and time t ≥ 0. For convenience, we compile the model’s components
in the following N -tuple

φA = (φα)α∈A,

where A is an index set that is further disjointly separated between the phase-
field index set CH, the reaction-diffusion indices RD, and the evolution indices
OD that correspond to abstract ordinary differential equations (ODEs).
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Following Lima et al (2014, 2015), the constituents φα, α ∈ A, are governed
by the extended mass balance law

∂tφα + div(φαvα) = −divJα(φA) + Sα(φA). (2.3)

Here, vα is the cell velocity of the α-th constituent, and Sα is a species-
dependent mass source term. We refer to the system as closed if it holds∑

α∈A Sα(φA) = 0. In addition, Jα represents the flux of the α-th constituent,
which is proportional to the negative gradient of the chemical potential
multiplied by a mobility function

Jα(φA) = −mα(φA)∇µα. (2.4)

Here, µα represents the chemical potential of the α-th species, and mα rep-
resents the mobility function, which may depend on all constituents. In our
applications, we typically take the mobilities

mα(φA) = Mαφ
2
α(1− φα)2, α ∈ CH,

mβ(φA) = Mβ , β ∈ RD,
mγ(φA) = 0, γ ∈ OD,

(2.5)

where Mα > 0 are constants. Similarly to the prototype model, see Subsec-
tion 2.1, we define the chemical potential µα as the Gâteaux derivative of the
Ginzburg–Landau energy with respect to φα. We propose the system’s energy

E(φA) =

∫

Ω

{
Ψ(φCH) + Φ(φA) +

∑

α∈CH

ε2
α

2
|∇φα|2 +

∑

β∈RD

Dβ

2
φ2
β

}
dx, (2.6)

where εα, α ∈ CH, is a parameter related to the thickness of the contact
separating the various cell kinds. As we will see later, the function Φ explains
adhesion mechanisms such as chemotaxis and haptotaxis. Finally, Ψ represents
a double-well potential as in the generic Cahn–Hilliard equation (2.2), e.g., it
may be of Landau type, for which we list two alternatives

Ψ(φCH) = CΨ

( ∑

α∈CH
φα

)2(
1−

∑

α∈CH
φα

)2

,

Ψ(φCH) =
∑

α∈CH
CΨαφ

2
α(1− φα)2,

where CΨ and CΨα are given prefactors. As another possibility, we could select
a logarithmic potential of Flory–Huggins type, see Cherfils et al (2011) and
Frigeri et al (2018).

We calculate the Gâteaux derivatives of the Ginzburg–Landau energy
(2.6) with respect to the stated constituents and therefore, the corresponding
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chemical potentials read

µα = ∂φαΨ(φCH) + ∂φαΦ(φA)− ε2
α∆φα, α ∈ CH,

µβ = Dβφβ + ∂φβΦ(φA), β ∈ RD,
µγ = ∂φγΦ(φA), γ ∈ OD,

and combining the chemical potentials with the mass balance laws (2.3)–(2.5),
it yields the multispecies model:

Multiple constituent model

∂tφα+div(φαvα) = div
(
Mαφ

2
α(1− φα)2∇µα

)
+ Sα(φA) α ∈ CH

µα = ∂φαΨ(φCH) + ∂φαΦ(φA)− ε2
α∆φα α ∈ CH

∂tφβ+div(φβvβ) = div
(
Mβ∇

(
Dβφβ+∂φβΦ(φA)

))
+Sβ(φA) β ∈ RD

∂tφγ = Sγ(φA) γ ∈ OD

(2.7)

2.2.1 Four-species tumor growth model

We begin with a straightforward illustration of a tumor growth model based
on the suggested multiple constituent system (2.7).

The article by Hawkins-Daarud et al (2012) presents the most fundamen-
tal model of tumor growth, which forms the basis of this theory. The volume
fractions of cancer cells, healthy cells, nutrient-rich extracellular water, and
nutrient-poor extracellular water were taken into account. Such a system is
referred to as the “four-species model,” and Garcke and Lam (2016, 2017a,b)
investigated the model’s mathematical well-posedness. In addition, we cite
Frigeri et al (2015b, 2017) for an examination of degenerating mobility func-
tions. Due to the fact that the model is based on a fourth-order PDE with
concentration-dependent mobilities, even for the prototype model (2.2), the
uniqueness of weak solutions is unresolved; see Elliott and Garcke (1996) for
more information. Colli et al (2017) investigated the four-species model in
relation to an optimal control problem, whereas Miranville et al (2019) and
Cavaterra et al (2011) investigated the long-term behavior of the solution.
Various velocity models have been introduced to the four-species model to
account for fluid movement in the progression of cancer. The cells are repre-
sented as viscous, inertia-free fluids, and the fluid mixture’s velocity is modeled
in a volume-averaged sense. Such an assumption is reasonable, given that the
cells are densely packed. Garcke et al (2016) modeled the velocity by the
Darcy law in the four-species model, and Garcke and Lam (2018) examined
this model analytically. In Ebenbeck and Garcke (2019a,b) and in Fritz et al
(2019b), this law was extended to the Darcy–Brinkman equation and the time-
dependent Darcy–Forchheimer–Brinkman equation, respectively. Authors have
also approximated the velocity as a Stokes flow (see Franks and King (2003)
and Friedman (2006, 2016)), and the Darcy–Brinkman equation can be viewed
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as an interpolation between Darcy and Stokes flow. The inclusion of a veloc-
ity equation in a Cahn–Hilliard system is not innovative in and of itself, as it
has been done by Lee et al (2002) without the application to tumor growth.
These strategies have been modified to accommodate the new system, which
incorporates nontrivial effects such as chemotaxis, proliferation, and nonlinear
source functions.

We choose |A| = 2 constituents and set A = {T, σ}, CH = {T}, RD =
{σ}, and OD = ∅. It is understood that the volume fraction of tumor cells
φT represents an averaged cell concentration, a homogenized representation
of several thousands of cells. Field φσ is representative of the local nutrient
content. In addition, we present the adhesion function Φ(φT , φσ) = −χcφTφσ
in energy (2.6) for a particular chemotaxis parameter χc > 0. For the tumor
cells and the nutrients, we assume a volume-averaged velocity. This assumption
of a volume-averaged velocity is fair given the dense packing of the cells. When
all the assumptions are inserted into the multispecies model, the result is the
so-called four-species model.

Four-species model

∂tφT + div(φT v) = div
(
MTφ

2
T (1− φT )2∇µT

)
+ ST (φT , φσ)

µT = Ψ′(φT )− χcφσ − ε2
T∆φT

∂tφσ + div(φσv) = div
(
Mσ∇(Dσφσ − χcφT )

)
+ Sσ(φT , φσ)

(2.8)

In the case of an absent velocity v = 0, this model is studied in Garcke and
Lam (2017a,b) with respect to the existence of weak solutions. If the flow is
governed by Darcy’s law

v = −K∇p+ Sv(φT , φσ),

div v = 0,

then we refer to Garcke et al (2016) and Garcke and Lam (2016). The pres-
sure is denoted by p, the permeability factor by K > 0, and Sv is called
the Korteweg force Frigeri et al (2018). Alternatively, the flow has been gov-
erned by the Brinkman law (Ebenbeck and Garcke, 2019a,b), the unsteady
Darcy–Forchheimer–Brinkman law (Fritz et al, 2019b), and the Navier–Stokes
equations (Lam and Wu, 2017; He, 2021) in literature. Numerically, we present
a comparison of different flow models and their influence in the four-species
model, see Figure 1. We refer to Section 3 below for further details on the tech-
niques for discretizing the PDEs in time and space. We notice that the flow
is highly influential on the evolution of the tumor by drastically changing the
growth directions of the tumor mass.

Source functions that are expressed as sink and source terms are of
particular importance. Tumors absorb the nutrients; hence, tumor growth
is proportional to nutrient depletion. In addition, programmed cell death
(also known as apoptosis) occurs, and these dead cells become nutrients.
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UNSTEADY DARCY–FORCHHEIMER–BRINKMAN IN TUMOR GROWTH MODELS 25

I (a)

9th day 15th day 21st day 27th day

II (a)

III (a)

0 0.5 1

Figure 7. Evolution of the tumor volume fraction �T starting from the initial slightly
elliptic tumor mass (a) using the models, I without velocity, II without the Forchheimer
law, III full model

Next, we start from the three initial conditions (b)–(d), which have been depicted in Figure 6, and simulate
the evolution of the tumor cell volume fraction using the full model III. See Figure 8 for the simulation results.

In the case of the highly elliptic initial tumor shape (b), we observe on the 6th day that three buds are
forming, two at the end points of the horizontal shape and one in the middle. These buds continue to evolve
vertically and eventually separate from each other, see the result on the 18th day. The lower and upper
parts of the buds will connect again, and therefore, trapping the health tissue in between. Finally on the
27th day, we observe that the tumor shape has formed a simply connected domain.

In the middle row of Figure 8, we see the results of the simulation of model III starting with the separated
initial tumor shape (c). We observe on the 6th day that the tumor cells are moving towards each other,
until they connect, form buds and separate again. As in the case of the highly elliptic initial tumor shape
(b), eventually, the tumor mass is forming a simply connected domain.

Lastly, we simulate model III together with the irregularly perturbed tumor mass (d), see the last row
of Figure 8. Before, we always used for the initial tumor mass a symmetric shape. Now, the tumor volume
fraction is starting irregularly and it keeps this form while growling in the evolving buds.

Fig. 1 Evolution of tumor mass φT with a slightly elliptic initial condition on the 9th, 15th,
21st and 27th day; we present three different variations of the model: I. without velocity,
II. unsteady Darcy–Brinkman law, III. unsteady Darcy–Forchheimer–Brinkman law; figure
taken with permission from Figure 7 in Fritz et al (2019b).

Consequently, we consider the source function

ST (φT , φσ) = −Sσ(φT , φσ) = λpro
T φσφT (1− φT )− λapo

T φT ,

where λpro
T is called proliferation rate and λapo

T apoptosis rate.
The system (2.8) is also referred to as the “four-species model,” (Hawkins-

Daarud et al, 2012; Oden et al, 2010; Lima et al, 2014) because it can be
derived from four constituents: the volume fraction of tumor cells φT , healthy
cells φC , nutrient-rich extracellular water φσ, and its nutrient-poor counterpart
φσ0 . Consequently, the four variables are governed by the law of mass balance,
see (2.3), for A = {T,C, σ, σ0}. One sets φT = 1−φC and φσ = 1−φσ0 . Thus,
one can eliminate the superfluous constituents φC and φσ0 from the system
and obtains the four-species system (2.8).

2.3 Phase separation in an ECM

The “microenvironment” of a solid tumor is a patch of vascularized tissue in a
living subject, such as within an organ, that contains a colony of tumor cells
and other components. The tumor is contained within an open-bounded region
Ω ⊂ R3 and is supported by a network of collagen, enzymes, and other proteins
that comprise the extracellular matrix (ECM). We are focusing on developing
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phenomenological descriptions of tumor cell colony growth that capture both
mesoscale and macroscale phenomena.

When tumor cells endure hypoxia or necrosis, these four-species models
are inadequate for representing the formation of an early tumor whose evo-
lution is primarily determined by proliferation. Indeed, a larger and more
advanced tumor tends to become stratified (Roose et al, 2007), meaning
that the tumor tissue is subdivided into numerous layers, each with its own
properties. Typically, tumors are separated into three phases:

• Rapidly proliferating outer rim.

• Intermediate quiescent layer with cells suffering from hypoxia.

• Necrotic core with perished cells.

Multiphase models with multiple cell species and nutrients have been studied
in the works Wise et al (2008), Escher et al (2011), Sciumè et al (2014a), Gar-
cke et al (2018a), Araujo and McElwain (2004), Astanin and Preziosi (2008),
Frieboes et al (2010), Frigeri et al (2018), Dai et al (2017), and Fritz et al
(2019a, 2021b,a). In the hypoxic phase, tumor cells are quiescent and release
matrix-degrading enzymes (MDEs), which degrade the ECM and allow nutri-
ents to flow. This procedure allows tumor cells to move into the tissue and
is the initial stage in simulating metastasis. Simply put, the ECM works as
a wall that regulates the flow of nutrients around the tumor. Several authors
(Chaplain et al, 2011; Engwer et al, 2017; Stinner et al, 2014; Sfakianakis et al,
2020; Shuttleworth and Trucu, 2020; Sciumè et al, 2014b) have examined the
ECM in reaction-diffusion type tumor models. We investigated the ECM in a
Cahn–Hilliard type model (Fritz et al, 2019a), and it was also included in our
successive research (Fritz et al, 2021b,a).

The field of the tumor cells φT can be represented by the sum

φT = φP + φH + φN ,

of the three components φP , φH , φN that describe the volume fractions of the
proliferative, hypoxic, and necrotic cells, respectively. They are characterized
by:

• Proliferative cells φP are those with a high probability of undergoing
mitosis, dividing into twin cells, and fostering tumor growth.

• Hypoxic cells φH are tumor cells that lack sufficient resources, such as
oxygen, to proliferate or continue to proliferate.

• Necrotic cells φN have died owing to nutrient deficiency.

In response to hypoxia, tumor cells produce an enzyme that promotes cell
motility and stimulates the secretion of angiogenesis-stimulating substances
φTAF . The most frequently mentioned of these substances is vascular endothe-
lial growth factor (VEGF), which induces endothelial cells to proliferate and
form the tubular shape of blood vessels, which then extend to form new arteries
that supply nutrition to hypoxic cells.
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In addition, hypoxic cells release MDEs such as urokinase-plasminogen and
matrix metalloproteinases, as indicated by the volume fraction φMDE , which
erode the ECM, whose density is represented by φECM . This procedure permits
tumor cells φT to infiltrate, hence increasing the number of tumor cells in the
ECM domain and the probability of metastasis. The following is a simplified
explanation of the impacts of the tumor’s evolution and it is also depicted in
Figure 2.

φσ3d
� 0 φσ3d

≈ 0 φσ3d
≈ 0 φσ3d

≈ 0

φP

(1)
φP

φH
φN

(2)

(3)

φP

φH
φN

φTAF

(4)

φP

φH
φN

φσ1d

(5)

φσ3d
� 0 φσ3d

≈ 0 φσ3d
≈ 0 φσ3d

≈ 0

φP

(1)
φP

φH
φN

(2)

(3)

φP

φH
φN

φTAF

(4)
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φH
φN
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φH
φN

φσ1d
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Fig. 2 Depiction of angiogenesis and growth of capillaries after the proliferative tumor
phase becomes hypoxic due to nutrient shortage.

(1) Outer proliferative layer absorbs nutrients and expands (φP↑, φσ ↓).
(2) Inner tumor layer changes to hypoxic (φH ↑).
(3) Tumor core changes to necrotic (φN ↑).
(4) Hypoxic cells send out MDEs and TAFs (φTAF ↑, φMDE ↑).
(5) TAFs trigger angiogenesis and initiate the sprouting of vessels (φH↓, φP ↑),

and MDEs erode the ECM, i.e., tumor cells migrate (φECM ↓, φH ↓, φP ↑).
We collect the constituents within the following tuple:

φA = (φα)α∈A = (φP , φH , φN , φσ, φECM , φMDE , φTAF ),

with A = {P,H,N, σ,ECM,MDE, TAF}. We differentiate between the tumor
phase-field indices CH = {P,H,N}, the reaction-diffusion indices RD =
{σ,MDE, TAF}, and the evolution index set OD = {ECM} using the setup
of the multiple constituent model (2.7) in Subsection 2.2. The necrotic cells
are immobile and only gain mass from the hypoxic cells, which lack nutrients.
Therefore, the necrotic cells’ mobility is set to zero, i.e., it holds mN = vN = 0.
Still, necrotic cells are counted as a phase-field variable and constitute a com-
ponent of CH rather than the ODEs because they influence the double-well
potential and inherit their phase-field structure from the hypoxic phase-field
variable. Assuming that haptotaxis and chemotaxis are part of the system, we
calculate the adhesion force

Φ(φA) = −(φP + φH)(χcφσ + χhφECM ),
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where χc and χh are the chemotaxis and haptotaxis components, respectively.
The adhesion force only operates on live (proliferative and hypoxic) cells, while
necrotic cells are excluded from this process. Consequently, the equations for
the phase-field variables (φα)α∈CH are derived from the multiple constituent
model (2.7) and read as follows:

Stratified tumor growth model with ECM: CH
∂tφP + div(φP v) = div

(
MPφ

2
P (1− φP )2∇µP

)
+ SP (φA)

µP = ∂φP Ψ(φCH)− ε2
P∆φP − χcφσ − χhφECM

∂tφH + div(φHv) = div
(
MHφ

2
H(1− φH)2∇µH

)
+ SH(φA)

µH = ∂φHΨ(φCH)− ε2
H∆φH − χcφσ − χhφECM

∂tφN = SN (φA)

(2.9)

We assume a volume-averaged velocity v = vα for the fields φP , φH and φσ,
which shall be governed by Darcy law for the sake of simplicity. Moreover, we
consider the following source functions

SP (φA) = λpro
P φσφP (1− φT )− λapo

P φP − λPHH(σPH − φσ)φP

+ λHPH(φσ − σHP )φH ,

SH(φA) = λpro
H φσφH(1− φT )− λapo

H φH + λPHH(σPH − φσ)φP

− λHPH(φσ − σHP )φH − λHNH(σHN − φσ)φH ,

SN (φA) = λHNH(σHN − φσ)φH .

The parameters λpro
α and λapo

α are the proliferation and apoptosis rates cor-
responding to the α-th species. Furthermore, λPH denotes the transition rate
from the proliferative to the hypoxic phase below the nutrient level σPH , λHP
the transition rate from the hypoxic to the proliferative phase above the nutri-
ent level σHP , and λHN the transition rate from the hypoxic to the necrotic
phase below the nutrient level σHN . Lastly, H represents the Heaviside step
function that can be replaced by the Sigmoid function if a sufficiently smooth
right-hand side is required.

In the instance of diffusion-type models, Tao and Winkler (2011, 2014),
Engwer et al (2017) and Sfakianakis et al (2020) discuss related theories of
ECM degradation due to MDEs generated by hypoxic cell concentrations
and subsequent tumor invasion and metastasis. Following these references, we
present an ECM evolution equation in the form of:

Stratified tumor growth model with ECM: OD
∂tφECM = SECM (φA)

= − λdeg
ECMφECMφMDE + λpro

ECMφσ(1− φECM )H(φECM − φpro
ECM )
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Here, λdeg
ECM denotes the degradation rate of ECM fibers due to the matrix

degrading enzymes, and λpro
ECM is the production rate of ECM fibers above the

threshold level φpro
ECM . Further, for (φβ)β∈RD we arrive at the following set of

equations:

Stratified tumor growth model with ECM: RD
∂tφσ + div(φσv) = div

(
Mσ∇(Dσφσ − χc(φP + φH)

)
+ Sσ(φA)

∂tφMDE = MMDEDMDE∆φMDE + SMDE(φA)

∂tφTAF = MTAFDTAF∆φTAF + STAF (φA)

where the source functions are given by

Sσ(φA) = λapo
P φP + λapo

H φH − λpro
P φσφP (1− φT )− λpro

H φσφH(1− φT )

+ λdeg
ECMφECMφMDE − λpro

ECMφσ(1− φECM )H(φECM − φpro
ECM ),

SMDE(φA) = λpro
MDE(φP + φH)φECM

σHP
σHP + φσ

(1− φMDE)− λdeg
MDEφMDE

− λdeg
ECMφECMφMDE ,

STAF (φA) = λpro
TAF (1− φTAF )φHH(φH − φpro

H )− λdeg
TAFφTAF .

The parameters λdeg
MDE and λdeg

TAF denote the decay rates of the MDEs and
TAFs, respectively. Moreover, λpro

MDE represents the production rate of MDEs,
and λpro

TAF is the production rate of the φTAF due to the release by hypoxic cells
above a threshold value of φpro

H .
We notice that the cell species φα, α ∈ {P,H,N, σ,ECM}, form a mass

conserving subsystem in the sense that their source terms add to zero. The
constituents φMDE and φTAF do not belong to a mass exchanging closed sub-
system since they are signals and show natural degradation factors that are
not absorbed by the other constituents.

Numerically, we depict a simulation of a tumor with the degradation of the
ECM in Figure 3. The viable part of the tumor consists of the proliferative
and hypoxic phase. It absorbs the nutrients and starts to grow until t = 5.
Then the nutrients are sufficiently deprived in the sense that a necrotic core
forms. The tumor moves towards the right and cell-to-cell and cell-to-matrix
adhesion effects can be observed, i.e., tumor cells move towards nutrients due
to chemotaxis and tumor cells move towards the ECM due to haptotaxis.

2.4 Nonlocal phenomena

In this section, the nonlocal impacts of tumor evolution models are discussed.
There are two types of nonlocality: spatial and temporal. The first phenomenon
relates to a time-fractional derivative in the PDE and is known as the memory
effect. In the second scenario, one must deal with a space integral, which
reflects long-range interactions.
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Fig. 3 Evolution of the tumor mass under the influence of the extracellular matrix, taken
with permission from Figure 1 and 2 in Fritz et al (2019b).

In addition, nonlocal events are incorporated into mathematical models of
cancer cells. These effects demonstrate long-distance interactions and may be
geographical or temporal in character. In the situation of spatial nonlocality,
cell-to-matrix and cell-to-cell adhesion qualities are crucial to tumor growth
modeling and encourage the proliferation of tumor cells. Due to the structure
of integro-differential systems, these events are nonlocal in space and require a
special mathematical treatment. Fritz et al (2019b) explored cell-to-cell adhe-
sion, whereas Fritz et al (2019a) investigated cell-to-matrix adhesion. Further,
we mention the articles by Scarpa and Signori (2021) and Frigeri et al (2017)
that studied nonlocal cell-to-cell adhesion properties in phase-field models with
applications to tumor growth.

In the case of temporal nonlocality, not only does the outcome of the
previous step affect the current evolution, but it is also taken into account
that cells have innate memories (Meir et al, 2020). The past consequently
effects the present. In contrast to the normal Fickian diffusion process, mem-
ory effects are handled using a time-fractional derivative and fractional heat
equations reflect the process of subdiffusivity. As evidenced by the in vitro and
in vivo experimental findings of Jiang et al (2014), tumors migrate via both
traditional Fickian diffusion and subdiffusion. Fritz et al (2022, 2023) inves-
tigated the memory effect in connection to the time-fractional Cahn–Hilliard
equation with degenerating mobility. Additionally, Fritz et al (2021c) exam-
ined a fractional tumor model including subdiffusion, nutritional couplings,
and mechanical deformation.
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2.4.1 Nonlocal-in-space: cell-to-cell and cell-to-matrix
adhesion

If events or cell concentrations at one site in the tumor domain are depen-
dent on events at other points within a defined neighborhood, it is said that
the model is spatially nonlocal. Long-distance interactions, such as cell-to-
cell adhesion, are among the several processes that affect the mobility and
migration of tumor cells. cell-to-cell adhesion is a crucial aspect of tissue for-
mation, stability, and degeneration, as well as a major contributor to cancer
cell invasion and metastasis.

Following Chaplain et al (2011) and Frigeri et al (2017), we address cell-
to-cell adhesion effects, which are responsible for the binding of two or more
cells via protein processes on their respective cell surfaces. The Ginzburg–
Landau free energy functional generates separation and surface tension effects
(Frigeri et al, 2017), hence it is reasonable to incorporate cell-to-cell adhesion.
Therefore, tumor cells prefer to adhere to each other rather than healthy cells.
The physicists Giacomin and Lebowitz (1996, 1997) studied the problem of
phase separation from a microscopic background using statistical mechanics
and obtained the Helmholtz energy functional

E(φT ) =

∫

Ω

Ψ(φT ) dx+
1

4

∫

Ω

∫

Ω

J(x− y)
(
φT (x)− φT (y)

)2
dy dx.

In this equation, we assume that J : Rd → R is a convolution kernel with
the essential symmetry property J(−x) = J(x). One obtains the Ginzburg–
Landau energy by choosing a particular kernel sequence and passing the limit
(Frigeri et al, 2015a). We modify the energy to account for chemotaxis and
consider

E(φT , φσ) =

∫

Ω

Ψ(φT ) +
Dσ

2
φ2
σ − χcφTφσdx

+
1

4

∫

Ω

∫

Ω

J(x− y)
(
φT (x)− φT (y)

)2
dy dx.

Hence, we propose a class of long-range interactions, which are represented by
chemical potentials of the form

µT =
δE
δφT

= Ψ′(φT )− χcφσ +

∫

Ω

J(x− y)
(
φT (x)− φT (y)

)
dy.
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This immediately results in the nonlocal system:

Four-species model with cell-to-cell adhesion

∂tφT + div(φT v) = div
(
MTφ

2
T (1− φT )2∇µT

)
+ ST (φT , φσ)

µT = Ψ′(φT )− χcφσ + φT · J ∗ 1− J ∗ φT
∂tφσ + div(φσv) = div

(
Mσ∇(Dσφσ − χcφT )

)
+ Sσ(φT , φσ)

(2.10)

Included in models that account for cell-to-matrix adhesion effects are
MDEs that erode the ECM; hence, this mechanism permits cell migration into
tissue. Such systems have been extensively investigated in Engwer et al (2017)
and Chaplain et al (2011). In contrast to the fourth-order Cahn–Hilliard phase-
field equation in our case, a reaction-diffusion equation is used to describe the
tumor volume fraction in these publications. The cell-to-matrix adhesion flux
can be categorized as a local gradient-based haptotaxis effect (Stinner et al,
2014; Tao and Winkler, 2011; Walker and Webb, 2007) or a nonlocal adhesion-
based haptotaxis effect (Armstrong et al, 2006; Chaplain et al, 2011; Gerisch
and Chaplain, 2008). We consider the respective fluxes of the form

Jα(φA) = χhφV ·
{
∇φECM , α = local,

k ∗ φECM , α = nonlocal,

where k is a vector-valued kernel function. This adhesion flux is factored into
the equation of the extended mass balance law for the volume fraction of viable
cells as follows:

∂tφV + div(φV v) = div(mV (φA)∇µV ) + divJα + SV (φA)

In the following, we numerically investigate the effects of the different hap-
totaxis parameters on the growth of the tumor mass in Figure 4. We distinguish
between three different values, and we compare the local gradient-based adhe-
sion flux to the nonlocal one with two different values of ε. We notice that
different pairing of ε and χh result in similar simulations. A larger value of χh
results in a larger difference between the local and nonlocal model. Compar-
ing the local and nonlocal models, we find a greater adhesion impact in the
local model, as the tumor mass moves further to the right of the boundary
where nourishment is put in the local model. By selecting a smaller hapto-
taxis parameter, the local model can resemble the nonlocal model for a fixed
value of ε. The subtleties of the discretization of the nonlocal model is further
discussed in Section 3.
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The larger ", the less sensitive the results are on the three considered values for �H . However as we
can see in the last column in Figure 5, di↵erent (",�H) pairings can also yield quite similar results.
A larger " requires a larger �H to show similar e↵ects as a pairing with smaller " and �H values.

The larger �H , the more the local and nonlocal model di↵er from each other. This results from
the fact that for " > 0 in the nonlocal model terms involving "2 play a more significant role.

�H = 0.0005

"1

�H = 0.001 �H = 0.002

0.0015

di↵erent �H

"2

0.0025

"3

0.0030

0 0.5 1

Figure 5. Simulation of the tumor volume fraction �T for three di↵erent haptotaxis
parameters �H 2 {5 · 10�4, 10�3, 2 · 10�3} and di↵erent kernel functions k" for " 2
{"1, "2, "3} := {0, 2.75 · 10�2, 5.25 · 10�2} for a fixed time t = 12; also three di↵erent
parameters �H are selected such that the shapes are in accordance with each other

7. Concluding Comments

In this study, we have presented and analyzed new local and nonlocal mathematical models of
growth and of invasion of tumors in healthy tissue that depict the erosion of the extracellular matrix
by matrix-degenerative enzymes and the a↵ects of long-range interactions such as cell-to-cell adhesion.
Under reasonable assumptions on the forms of the total energy of the system, potentials, and cell
mobility behavior, we proved the existence of solutions to systems of phase-field models characterized
by nonlinear integro-partial di↵erential equations derived using the balance laws of mechanics and
principal biological mechanisms know to control the growth and decline of tumor masses. The results
of several numerical experiments based on two-and three-dimensional finite element approximations
of the models are presented which demonstrate that the models provide realistic simulations of the
e↵ects of nonlocal interactions and MDE concentrations on erosion of the ECM and corresponding
invasion of tumor cells for various distributions of nutrient concentration.

Fig. 4 Simulation of the tumor volume fraction φT for different haptotaxis parameters
χh ∈ {0.0005, 0.001, 0.002} and different values of ε ∈ {ε1, ε2, ε3} = {0, 0.00275, 0.00525}
for a fixed time; taken with permission from Figure 5 in Fritz et al (2019a).

2.4.2 Nonlocal-in-time: The memory effect

According to Balkwill et al (2012), Wang et al (2017) and Yuan et al (2016), the
tumor microenvironment significantly influences the proliferation and migra-
tion of tumor cells. In addition to Fickian diffusion and subdiffusion, tumor
cells travel through a variety of methods. The results of the experiments of
Jiang et al (2014) show anomalous diffusion in the progression of cancer. In
addition to clinical data from patients with adrenal and liver tumors, they dis-
covered subdiffusion during in vitro tests of generating cultured cells from the
breast line and during in vitro trials of developing cultured cells from the liver
line.

In earlier sections, the phenomenological law JT = −mT (φA)∇µT was used
to depict the typical relationship between flow and the gradient of the chem-
ical potential. A more complicated phenomenological link that could account
for hypothesized nonlocal, nonlinear, and memory effects (Gorenflo et al, 2002;
Povstenko and Kyrylych, 2017), can be substituted for this law without con-
tradicting the conservation law suggested by the continuity equation. Seki
et al (2003) and Yuste et al (2004) simulate subdiffusion-limited reactions on
a tiny scale by employing fractional derivatives in flux and reaction terms.
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Consequently, we propose

J rel
T (φA) = −∂t

(
gα ~ (mT (φA)∇µT )

)
,

Srel
T (φA) = ∂t

(
gα ~ ST (φA)

)
,

for α ∈ (0, 1). Inserting the relaxed flux and source into the law of conservation
of mass (2.3), it yields for the tumor species φT

∂tφT = − divJ rel
T (φA) + Srel

T (φA) = ∂t
(
gα ~

(
div(mT (φA)∇µT ) + ST (φA)

))
.

We can equivalently rewrite this equation by taking the convolution with g1−α
on both sides of the equation and using the inverse convolution property ??.
Therefore, we obtain

∂αt φT = div(mT (φA)∇µT ) + ST (φA).

The chemical potential reads µT = Ψ′(φT ) − ε2
T∆φT in the case of the

Ginzburg–Landau energy (2.1). This model is called the time-fractional Cahn–
Hilliard equation (Fritz et al, 2022, 2023). If one selects the Dirichlet energy
E(φT ) =

∫
Ω
φ2
T dx, then one obtains the time-fractional reaction-diffusion

equation as studied in a tumor growth setting in Fritz et al (2021c).
Typically, subdiffusive models do not exhibit linear growth if enough

nutrients are in the tumor environment, as it can be typically observed for
integer-order tumor growth models. Indeed, subdiffusive models have a larger
growth in the beginning and the growth becomes damped afterwards. This can
be explained by the memory effect of cells that first try to absorb everything
that they can get and, afterwards, become more lenient with the available
nutrients. The details for the implementation of the time-fractional derivative
are considered in Section 3.

2.5 Uncertainty in tumor modeling

In thin subdomains at the interfaces of the phase fields, stochastic variations
of the phase concentrations are possible, see the works by Orrieri et al (2020)
and Fritz et al (2021a); Fritz (2023). The variances of these regions of random
behavior are constrained by noise parameters φωα with noise intensity ωα. In
fact, the variations in φα are restricted to interface regions by making use of
the operator

Gα(φα) = ωαH((φα − φωα)(1− φα − φωα)).

Generally, the model incorporates the randomness in the evolution of species
along the interface as a cylindrical Wiener process on L2(Ω). We refer to
Da Prato and Debussche (1996), Cardon-Weber (2001), and Elezovic and
Mikelic (1991) on the stochastic Cahn–Hilliard equation. Further details on
stochastic PDEs can be found in the textbooks Lord et al (2014), Prévôt and
Röckner (2007), and Liu and Röckner (2015).
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24 TIME-FRACTIONAL CAHN–HILLIARD EQUATION

model when the i-th parameter ✓i is fixed. We use the Monte Carlo method to approximate the sensitivity
indices. One generates two matrices A, B 2 RN⇥k, N being the number of samples and k being the number
of parameters (here: k = 8), where each row of each matrix represents one set of values from the vector of
parameters sampled from the priors. Further, one generates k matrices Ci, where the i-th column comes
from matrix B and all other from matrix A. The output for all the sample matrices are computed, i.e., Q(A),
Q(B), Q(Ci) 2 RN , where each line of the vectors represents the quantity of interest with the parameter
of the respective row of the matrix. Lastly, one approximates the sensitivity of the i-th parameter via the
formula, see [90],

Si =
Q(A) · Q(Ci) � 1

N

⇣PN
n=1 Q(A)(n)

⌘2

Q(A) · Q(B) � 1
N

⇣PN
n=1 Q(A)(n)

⌘2 .

These indices are always between 0 and 1. High values of Si indicate a sensitive parameter, and low values,
for additive models, indicate a less-sensitive parameter.

The result of the variance-based method applied to (5.7) with the given priors, N = 100, and the mass
as the QoI is given in Figure 5. We see that ↵ and � are the dominant parameters in the influence to the
tumor mass. Since we chose the mass as the QoI, we could have expected that the proliferation parameter
� will be highly sensitive. The fractional parameter ↵ might be more surprising. Therefore, we depict the
tumor mass for di↵erent values of ↵ in Figure 5. We see that small ↵-values have an instantaneous e↵ect
and a subdi↵usive behavior can be observed. In the case of integer-order ↵ = 1, we notice an almost linear
mass growth.
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Figure 5. Left: Evolution of the tumor mass for di↵erent values of ↵. Right: Sensitivities
Si.
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Fig. 5 Evolution of tumor mass φT with different parameters of the fractional order α;
taken with permission from Figure 5 in Fritz et al (2022).

Modeling-wise, we add GαẆα to the mass balance equation for φα and
to keep the mass balance equations in standard form, we slightly abuse the
standard notation by writing Ẇα in the sense Ẇα dt = dWα. In the case of the
simplified four-species model, we obtain the following stochastic version of it.

Stochastic four-species model

∂tφT +div(φT v) = div(MTφ
2
T (1− φT )2∇µT ) + ST (φT , φσ) +Gα(φT )ωTdWT

µT = Ψ′(φT )− χcφσ − ε2
T∆φT

∂tφσ+div(φσv) = div
(
Mσ∇

(
Dσφσ − χcφT

))
+ Sσ(φT , φσ)

Numerically, we investigate the influence of the stochasticity in the tumor
growth model in Figure 6. We first consider the deterministic model that cor-
responds to ωT = 0 and, afterwards, compare it to the cases with two different
values for ωT . We notice that a larger value of ωT results in a non-regular
shape of the tumor’s interface. The implementation of the Wiener process is
discussed in Section 3.

2.6 Mechanical deformation

As the tumor grows, the surrounding host tissues generate mechanical stress,
restricting the tumor’s growth. In the papers (Faghihi et al, 2020; Lima et al,
2016, 2017), mechanical deformation in a tumor development model was first
mentioned, and in terms of analysis, it was first examined in Fritz et al (2021c)
in a diffusion-type tumor model and subsequently Garcke et al (2021) in a
Cahn–Hilliard type system. Such models with elasticity are referred to as
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Fig. 12 Caption

(HPC) library written in C++ and therefore, yields higher potential for code
optimization and saving run times than in FEniCS. We refer to our GitHub

https://github.com/CancerModeling/Angiogenesis3D1D

where our code is freely accessible. In particular, the settings for the simula-
tions in Fritz et al (2021b,a) on multispecies tumor growth are given.

We observe that other groups prefer to use various libraries on the finite
element method (FEM), e.g., ALBERTA in Garcke et al (2018a). Mohammadi
and Dehghan (2019) utilized element-free Galerkin methods, Wise et al (2008)
a multigrid/finite di↵erence method, and Xu et al (2016) isogeometric analysis.
Moreover, the convergence of the FEM in tumor growth has been the subject
of theoretical research; see Garcke and Trautwein (2022).

3.1 Three-dimensional model

Using the FEM, the 3D models were implemented. The code sequentially solves
the system; see Algorithm 2.1 in Fritz et al (2021a) for the full model’s algo-
rithm. For the potential  =  e+ c in the Cahn–Hilliard equation, we employ
the classical energy splitting approach, which gives unconditional energy sta-
bility; see Elliott and Stuart (1993). Thus, the expansive portion  e is treated
explicitly while the contractive portion  c is treated implicitly. We present
the results of numerical experiments in Fritz et al (2021a,b) and demonstrate
the relative importance and roles of various biological e↵ects, including cell
mobility, proliferation, necrosis, hypoxia, and nutrient concentration, on the
generation of MDEs and the degradation of the ECM.
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<latexit sha1_base64="9a3krTN4F6I0f1NSzAvJkSBRIWI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9a3krTN4F6I0f1NSzAvJkSBRIWI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9a3krTN4F6I0f1NSzAvJkSBRIWI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9a3krTN4F6I0f1NSzAvJkSBRIWI=">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</latexit>

�V
<latexit sha1_base64="pRr5NbPMZ/81SErm5Is+u9SPqhM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pRr5NbPMZ/81SErm5Is+u9SPqhM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pRr5NbPMZ/81SErm5Is+u9SPqhM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pRr5NbPMZ/81SErm5Is+u9SPqhM=">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</latexit>

�N
<latexit sha1_base64="fQ5wteelNihm5QPxS+6mhqRc864=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fQ5wteelNihm5QPxS+6mhqRc864=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fQ5wteelNihm5QPxS+6mhqRc864=">AAACz3ichVFNS8NAEH3Gr7Z+VT16CRbBU0lE0GPxCy9KC7YWWpEkru3afJGklVoUr9686j/T3+LBlzUKKuKGzcy+efN2ZscOXRknhvEypo1PTE5N5/KFmdm5+YXi4lIjDvqRI+pO4AZR07Zi4Upf1BOZuKIZRsLybFec2r3dNH46EFEsA/8kGYbizLM6vryUjpUQarTDrjw/Pi+WjLKhlv7bMTOnhGxVg+Ir2rhAAAd9eBDwkdB3YSHm14IJAyGxM4yIRfSkigvcosDcPlmCDItoj/8OT60M9XlONWOV7fAWlztipo417gOlaJOd3irox7Rv3DcK6/x5w0gppxUOaW0q5pXiEfEEXTL+y/Qy5mct/2emXSW4xLbqRrK+UCFpn86Xzh4jEbGeiujYV8wONWx1HvAFfNo6K0hf+VNBVx1f0FrKCqXiZ4oW9SLa9PVZD8ds/hzqb6exUTaNslnbLFV2soHnsIJVrHOqW6jgEFXW4eAKj3jCs1bTrrU77f6Dqo1lOcv4trSHdy3hkQ0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fQ5wteelNihm5QPxS+6mhqRc864=">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</latexit>

��
<latexit sha1_base64="DDjDFHt3PyqEpTu4pG8BVK953zs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DDjDFHt3PyqEpTu4pG8BVK953zs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DDjDFHt3PyqEpTu4pG8BVK953zs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DDjDFHt3PyqEpTu4pG8BVK953zs=">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</latexit>

✓
<latexit sha1_base64="5tukSV9UtlWGFdkJ0Cm5apiSnvg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5tukSV9UtlWGFdkJ0Cm5apiSnvg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5tukSV9UtlWGFdkJ0Cm5apiSnvg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5tukSV9UtlWGFdkJ0Cm5apiSnvg=">AAACz3ichVFNS8NAEH2Nn61fVY9egkXwVBIR9Fj8wotgwbZCW2QTt21smoRkW1FRvHrzqv9Mf4sHX9YoqIgbNjP75s3bmR0n8r1EWdZLzhgbn5icms4XZmbn5heKi0v1JBzGrqy5oR/Gp45IpO8FsqY85cvTKJZi4Piy4fR303hjJOPEC4MTdRXJ9kB0A6/juUIRqrdUTypxVixZZUsv87djZ04J2ToOi69o4RwhXAwxgEQARd+HQMKvCRsWImJt3BCL6Xk6LnGLAnOHZEkyBNE+/12emhka8JxqJjrb5S0+d8xME2vcB1rRITu9VdJPaN+4rzXW/fOGG62cVnhF61AxrxWPiCv0yPgvc5AxP2v5PzPtSqGDbd2Nx/oijaR9ul86e4zExPo6YmJfM7vUcPR5xBcIaGusIH3lTwVTd3xOK7SVWiXIFAX1Ytr09VkPx2z/HOpvp75Rtq2yXd0sVXaygU9jBatY51S3UMEhjlmHiws84gnPRtW4NO6M+w+qkctylvFtGQ/vje6RNQ==</latexit>

Fig. 7 Evolution of tumor mass �T with a slightly elliptic initial condition on the 9th, 15th,
21st and 27th day; we present three di↵erent variations of the model: I without velocity,
II unsteady Darcy–Brinkman law, III unsteady Darcy–Forchheimer–Brinkman law; figure
taken with permission from Figure 7 in Fritz et al (2019b)

In the case of temporal nonlocality, not only does the outcome of the
previous step a↵ect the current evolution, but it is also taken into account
that cells have innate memories (Meir et al, 2020). The past consequently
e↵ects the present. In contrast to the normal Fickian di↵usion process, mem-
ory e↵ects are handled using a time-fractional derivative and fractional heat
equations reflect the process of subdi↵usivity. As evidenced by the in vitro and
in vivo experimental findings of Jiang et al (2014), tumors migrate via both
traditional Fickian di↵usion and subdi↵usion. Fritz et al (2022, 2023) inves-
tigated the memory e↵ect in connection to the time-fractional Cahn–Hilliard
equation with degenerating mobility. Additionally, Fritz et al (2021c) exam-
ined a fractional tumor model including subdi↵usion, nutritional couplings,
and mechanical deformation.

2.4.1 Nonlocal-in-space: Cell-cell and cell-matrix adhesion

If events or cell concentrations at one site in the tumor domain are dependent
on events at other points within a defined neighborhood, it is said that the
model is spatially nonlocal. Long-distance interactions, such as cell-cell adhe-
sion, are among the several processes that a↵ect the mobility and migration of
tumor cells. Cell-cell adhesion is a crucial aspect of tissue formation, stability,
and degeneration, as well as a major contributor to cancer cell invasion and
metastasis.

Following Chaplain et al (2011) and Frigeri et al (2017), we address cell-cell
adhesion e↵ects, which are responsible for the binding of two or more cells via
protein processes on their respective cell surfaces. The Ginzburg–Landau free
energy functional generates separation and surface tension e↵ects (Frigeri et al,
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Fig. 6 Evolution of the tumor volume fraction for different values of the noise intensity
ωT ; we consider the cases of ωT ∈ {ω1, ω2, ω3} = {0, 0.001, 0.1}.

Cahn–Larché equations. It had previously been incorporated into the Cahn–
Hilliard equation without being applied to tumor growth or traditional source
variables in Garcke (2003, 2005).

As the tumor grows, the surrounding host tissues generate mechanical
stress, restricting the tumor’s growth. Regarding mathematical modeling and
sensitivity studies, several works (Lima et al, 2016, 2017; Hormuth et al, 2018;
Faghihi et al, 2020) have employed reaction-diffusion equations with mechan-
ical coupling to predict tumor progression. Fritz et al (2021c) examined the
well-posedness of a model in which similar mechanical factors were incor-
porated. The underlying energy functional now contains the stored energy
potential W (φT , ε(u)), which is dependent on the tumor volume fraction φT
and the symmetric strain measure ε(u) = 1

2 (∇u +∇u>) of the displacement
field u. Assuming minor deformations, we consider the specific stored energy
potential

W (φT , ε(u)) =
1

2
ε(u) : TM (φT )ε(u) + ε(u) : TS(φT ), (2.11)

where TS(φT ) = λφT1 is the symmetric compositional stress tensor with λ > 0
and TM is the linear elastic inhomogeneous material tensor. The symbol 1
signifies the (d×d)-dimensional identity matrix in this instance. The displace-
ment field u is governed by the conservation equation of linear and angular
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momentum
∂t(φT v) + div(φT v ⊗ v) = divTC + φT b+ p,

TC − T>C = m,

where v is the volume-averaged velocity, b is the body force, p is the momentum
contributed by other components, and m is the intrinsic moment of momentum.
First variations of the energy functional E with respect to φT and ε(u), respec-
tively, determine the chemical potential µT and Cauchy stress tensor TC . We
minimize the system’s complexity by using the typical simplification assump-
tions of Lima et al (2016). Particularly, we assume constant mass density m = 0
and a monopolar material b = 0. In addition, we disregard inertial forces and
set div(φT v ⊗ v) = p = 0. We assume that the mechanical equilibrium is
reached quicker than diffusion, i.e., that the time derivative on the left-hand
side disappears. After the simplifications, the mechanical deformation equation
(2.11) becomes

0 = divTC = div
δE(φT , φσ, ε(u))

δε(u)
= div

∂W (φT , ε(u))

∂ε(u)
.

We assume that the tumor is an isotropic and homogeneous material, i.e., that
its material tensor CM (φ) = CM has the form

CMε(u) = 2Gε(u) +
2Gν

1− 2ν
tr ε(u)1,

where G > 0 and ν < 1
2 represent the shear modulus and Poisson ratio,

respectively. For the stored energy potential

W (φT , ε(u)) =
1

2
ε(u) : (2Gε(u) +

2Gν

1− 2ν
tr ε(u)1)ε(u) + ε(u) : (λφT1).

and its partial derivatives with respect to φT and ε(u), we may therefore write

∂W (φT , ε(u))

∂φT
= λdivu,

∂W (φT , ε(u))

∂ε(u)
= 2Gε(u) +

2Gν

1− 2ν
tr(ε(u))1 + λφT1.

With mechanical deformation, it provides the model

Four-species model with mechanical deformation

∂tφT + div(φT v) = div
(
MTφ

2
T (1− φT )2∇µT

)
+ ST (φT , φσ)

∂tφσ + div(φσv) = div
(
Mσ∇(Dσφσ − χcφT )

)
+ Sσ(φT , φσ)

0 = div
(

2Gε(u) +
2Gν

1− 2ν
tr(ε(u))1 + λφT1

)
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As Fritz et al (2021c) demonstrated in their study, the Ginzburg–Landau
energy yields

µT = Ψ′(φT )− χcφσ − ε2
T∆φT + λdivu,

whereas the Dirichlet energy yields µT = DTφT − χcφσ + λdivu, i.e.,

E(φT , φσ) =

∫

Ω

{DT

2
φ2
T +

Dσ

2
φ2
σ − χcφTφσ +W (φT , ε(u))

}
dx.

2.7 Chemotherapeutic influence

In addition to precisely simulating the tumor’s growth, mathematicians are
interested in treating the tumor and stopping its growth. Currently, chemother-
apy, surgery, immunotherapy, and radiotherapy are used to treat malignancies.
Angiogenesis is one of the primary mechanisms by which tumors grow, hence
anti-angiogenic drugs that inhibit the production of new vascular structures
are commonly identified as one of the methods to delay or stop cancer growth.
Consequently, a realistic model of angiogenesis is essential for evaluating the
efficiency of anti-angiogenic drugs; for the ideal dosage of medication, see the
optimal control problems discussed in Colli et al (2020, 2021). Chemotherapy
was incorporated into our research (Fritz et al, 2021c) with a reaction-diffusion
equation and subdiffusive tumor growth, as well as in the articles (Ebenbeck
and Knopf, 2019; Signori, 2021; Garcke et al, 2018b; Colli et al, 2020, 2021)
on optimum control issues for the optimal drug dosage. Moreover, in the work
Wagner et al (2023) it was assumed that the immunotherapeutic concentration
follows the Hill–Langmuir equation.

In addition to studying the growth of tumors, we also incorporate a
substance that inhibits their spread. Current cancer treatments include:

• Surgery: Removing the tumor by an operation.

• Immunotherapy: Strengthening the immune system.

• Radiotherapy: Employing radiation to eradicate cancerous cells.

• Chemotherapy: Utilizing medications to destroy the tumor.

These therapies, excepting surgery, are administered in cycles, with each cycle
consisting of a period of therapy followed by a period of rest to allow the
patient’s body to repair and regenerate new, healthy cells. These therapeutic
procedures should diminish the tumor to a degree where surgical removal is
feasible.

The mass density of chemotherapy φCMT is considered to be driven by a
reaction-diffusion equation that links to the tumor equation and, if chemother-
apy is present, degrades the tumor. Therefore, we recommend adding the index
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CMT to the index set RD and propose the model:

Four-species model with chemotherapy

∂tφT + div(φT v) = div(MTφ
2
T (1− φT )2∇µT ) + ST (φT , φσ, φCMT )

µT = Ψ′(φT )− χcφσ − ε2
T∆φT

∂tφσ + div(φσv) = div
(
Mσ∇

(
Dσφσ − χcφT

))
+ Sσ(φT , φσ, φCMT )

∂tφCMT = MCMTDCMT∆φCMT + SCMT (φT , φσ, φCMT ).

The mobility of chemotherapeutic agents is given by MCMT and the source
SCMT reads

SCMT (φT , φσ, φCMT ) = −λdeg
CMTφCMT − λkill

CMT

φT (1− φT )φCMT
KCMT + φCMT

,

where λdeg
CMT is the degradation factor of chemotherapeutic agents and λkill

CMT

represents the rate at which chemotherapeutic agents act and are subsequently
blocked by the death of tumor cells. The killing term includes a saturation
effect, so that chemotherapy is most effective against cells in a certain growth
phase. The parameter KCMT > 0 is the density of chemotherapeutic drugs at
half-maximum concentration. Similarly, the source term of the tumor volume
fraction will contain a term of the kind

−λkill
T

φT (1− φT )φCMT
KCMT + φCMT

,

that represents the chemotherapy’s killing impact at some rate λkill
T . In our

approach in Fritz et al (2021c), chemotherapeutic agents in cycles are repre-
sented by a Dirichlet border of the type X.

φCMT (t, x)|x∈∂Ω =

{
1, for t ≤ 2 or 6 < t ≤ 8 or 12 < t ≤ 14,

0, else.

That is, during the time t ∈ [0, 2]∪ (6, 8]∪ (12, 14] chemotherapy treatment is
provided and in between, the body is permitted to rest.

2.8 Angiogenesis and mixed-dimensional coupling

Hypoxic tumor cells not only release MDEs to degrade the ECM, but also
TAFs, which stimulate endothelial cell proliferation and new vessel formation.
Angiogenesis is the process of blood vessels sprouting and elongating in order
to supply the tumor with nutrients. Unless sufficient nutrients and oxygen are
available for proliferation, the volume of an isolated colony of tumor cells is
often limited to 1mm3, as shown in Nishida et al (2006), unless adequate nutri-
ents and oxygen are supplied. In order to access these nutrients, cancerous
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cells drive angiogenesis (Carmeliet and Jain, 2011; Patsch et al, 2015). Regard-
ing angiogenesis modeling and numerical simulations, we refer to Cristini et al
(2009); Cristini and Lowengrub (2010); Xu et al (2016). In Fritz et al (2021b),
we studied angiogenesis in terms of the mathematical analysis of weak solu-
tions in a Cahn–Hilliard-type model. We are unaware of any subsequent works.
Due to mixed-dimensional couplings and the presence of hypoxic tumor cells
that generate TAFs, these models are extremely complex.

Lima et al (2014); Xu et al (2016, 2017, 2020); Wise et al (2008); San-
tagiuliana et al (2016, 2019) presents the effect of angiogenesis on models of
stratified tumor development. In contrast to their prior techniques employing,
for example, agent-based systems, we represent the network of blood arteries
feeding a solid tumor mass as a network of 1D capillaries within a 3D tis-
sue domain in our studies in Fritz et al (2021b,a). In this perspective, tumor
growth is viewed as a phase-field system with multiple cell species and other
components. The microvascular network in tumor-bearing tissue is modeled as
a graph with 1D filaments through which nutrient-rich blood can flow. This
microvascular network is represented by Λ and the individual edges by Λi,
such that Λ is given by the union Λ =

⋃N
i=1 Λi. An edge Λi is parameterized

with a curve parameter si as follows:

Λi = {x ∈ Ω : x = Λi(si) = xi,1 + si · (xi,2 − xi,1), si ∈ (0, 1)} .

We suggest s as the global curve parameter for the entire 1D network Λ by
setting s = si if x = Λ(s) = Λi(si). We search the domain Ω for 1D items that
couple to their 3D counterparts for each value of the curve parameter s. We
suppose that the surface of a single vessel is a cylinder with a constant radius,
and that the radius of a vessel attached to the edge Λi is Ri. We describe Γi
as the surface of the cylinder, with the edge Λi as its center line, and the total
surface Γ is the union of the surfaces of the individual vessels Γi, see as well
Figure 7 for a depiction of the individual fields.

Fig. 7 Discretization of the vessels into N -many vessels and introduction of 1D lines Λi;
further, the vessel surfaces Γi are depicted; taken with permission from Figure 2 in Fritz
et al (2021b).

On the 1D network Λ, we take the constituents φv, vv and pv into account,
which reflect the 1D equivalents of the local nutrient concentration φσ, the
volume-averaged velocity v, and the pressure p. We incorporate a new source
term Sσv for coupling the 1D constituents φv and pv into the φσ-equation.
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Consequently, this source word is accountable for the relationship between the
elements in Ω and Λ.

To quantify the flux of nutrients across the vessel surface, we employ the
Kedem–Katchalsky law (Ginzburg and Katchalsky, 1963) and write the flux
Jσv between the nutrients on the network and tissue as

Jσv(φσ, p, φv, pv) = (1− rσ)f(φσ, φv)Lp(pv − p) + Lσ(φv − φσ), (2.12)

where rσ > 0 is the reflection parameter, Lσ, Lp > 0 represent the perme-
abilities of the vessel wall, and the function f is either φσ or φv depending
on the values of p and pv. In addition, p represents the average circumferen-
tial pressure of cylinder cross-sections. The averaging reflects the fact that the
3D-1D coupling is a reduced model from a physical standpoint, whereas the
exchange occurs through the surface in a fully linked 3D-3D model. The first
portion of the Kedem–Katchalsky law measures the nutritional flux caused by
the passage of blood plasma from arteries to tissues or vice versa. It is defined
by Starling’s law, which is given by the pressure difference between pv and p
multiplied by a parameter Lp representing the permeability of the vessel wall.
The second component of the law is a Fickian-type law that accounts for the
tendency of nutrient concentrations to equalize.

As the exchange activities between the vascular network and the tissue
occur at the vessel surface Γ, we concentrate the flux Jσv using the Dirac
measure δΓ, i.e., by defining

〈δΓ, ϕ〉C∞
c (Ω) =

∫

Γ

ϕ|Γ(x) dS ∀ϕ ∈ C∞c (Ω),

where (C∞c (Ω))′ is the space of distributions. The resulting new source term
in the nutrient equation is as follows:

Sσv(φσ, p, φv, pv) = Jσv(φσ, p,ΠΓφv,ΠΓpv)δΓ,

where ΠΓ ∈ L (L2(Λ); L2(Γ)) is the projection of the 1D quantities onto the
cylindrical surface Γ by extending the function value ΠΓφv(s) = φv(si) for all
s ∈ ∂BRi(si).
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The 3D model reads:

Angiogenesis model: 3D

∂tφα + div(φαv) = div
(
mα(φA)∇µα

)
+ Sα(φA)

µα = ∂φαΨ(φCH)− ε2
α∆φα − χcφσ − χhφECM

∂tφβ = Sβ(φA)

∂tφγ = div
(
mγ(φA)Dγ∇φγ

)
+ Sγ(φA)

∂tφσ + div(φσv) = div
(
mσ(φA)∇(Dσφσ − χc(φP + φH)

)
+ Sσ(φA)

+ Jσv(trΓφσ, trΓp,ΠΓφv,ΠΓpv)δΓ

v = −K
(
∇p− Sp(φA, µP , µH)

)

div v = Lp(ΠΓpv − p)δΓ

for α ∈ {P,H}, β ∈ {N,ECM}, γ ∈ {MDE,TAF}.
Since the vascular network is often composed of small inclusions, we aver-

aged all the physical units across the cross-sections of the individual blood
vessels and held them constant with regard to the angular and radial compo-
nents. In other words, the 1D variables φv and pv of a 1D vessel Λi are entirely
dependent on si. Köppl et al (2020) contains further information regarding the
derivation of 1D pipe flow and transport models. Consequently, the 1D model
equations for vessel flow and transport are as follows:

Angiogenesis model: 1D

∂tφv + ∂si(vvφv) = ∂si(mv(φv)Dv∂siφv)− 2πRiJσv(φσ, p, φv, pv)

− ∂si(R2
i πKv,i ∂sipv) = − 2πRiJpv(p, pv)

vv = −R2
i πKv,i∂sipv

In order to interconnect the multiple solutions on the vessel Λi at inner network
nodes at junctions x ∈ ∂Λi \ ∂Λ, we require the continuity of pressure and
concentration as well as the conservation of mass, as shown in Fritz et al
(2021a).

We present a numerical simulation of the tumor evolution in the setting of
a capillary network in Figure 8. We can observe that the tumor is deprived
of nutrients and therefore, it stratifies, and it becomes hypoxic. The hypoxic
tumor phase releases TAFs, and it is clear to see that angiogenesis happens
– the capillary begins to grow towards the tumor and provides it with new
nutrients living in the 1D vessel network.

3 Numerical Implementation

Besides the analytical methods in the next section, we are interested in show-
ing numerical simulations and studying the influence of the new features and
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Fig. 8 Stratification of tumor cells in its proliferative (green), hypoxic (red) and necrotic
(black) phases over the time steps t ∈ {0, 5, 10, 15}; growth of capillaries and movement of
tumor cells to high-nutrient regions on the 1D lines that is expressed by the nutrients φv .

effects of the models as we have seen in the previous section. How useful is a
well-posed model that does not reflect real biological processes? In this section,
we briefly describe the techniques that we previously used for the implementa-
tion of the PDEs in the last sections. Our code is based on the finite element
libraries libMesh (Kirk et al, 2006) and FEniCS (Alnæs et al, 2015). FEniCS is
written in the accessible Python language and variational forms are straight-
forward to implement. However, libMesh is a high performance computing
(HPC) library written in C++ and therefore, yields higher potential for code
optimization and saving run times than in FEniCS. We refer to our GitHub

https://github.com/CancerModeling/Angiogenesis3D1D

where the code is freely accessible. In particular, the settings for the simulations
in Fritz et al (2021b,a) on multispecies tumor growth are given.

Different groups prefer to use various finite element method (FEM)
libraries, e.g., ALBERTA in Garcke et al (2018a). Mohammadi and Dehghan
(2019) utilized element-free Galerkin methods, Wise et al (2008) a multi-
grid/finite difference method, and Xu et al (2016) isogeometric analysis.
Moreover, the convergence of the FEM in tumor growth has been the subject
of theoretical research; see Garcke and Trautwein (2022).

3.1 Three-dimensional model

Using the FEM, the 3D models were implemented. The code sequentially solves
the system; see Algorithm 2.1 in Fritz et al (2021a) for the full model’s algo-
rithm. For the potential Ψ = Ψe+Ψc in the Cahn–Hilliard equation, we employ
the classical energy splitting approach, which gives unconditional energy sta-
bility; see Elliott and Stuart (1993). Thus, the expansive portion Ψe is treated
explicitly while the contractive portion Ψc is treated implicitly. We present
the results of numerical experiments in Fritz et al (2021a,b) and demonstrate
the relative importance and roles of various biological effects, including cell
mobility, proliferation, necrosis, hypoxia, and nutrient concentration, on the
generation of MDEs and the degradation of the ECM.

https://github.com/CancerModeling/Angiogenesis3D1D
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3.2 Nonlocal phenomena

Nonlocal effects are not only challenging from an analytical standpoint, but
they also pose difficulties for numerical approaches and increase the computa-
tional load. The FEM is founded on the notion of local elements, in opposition
to the nature of spatial nonlocality. Not only should cells share information
within their own element, but also with neighboring elements. In the case of
time-fractional PDEs, not only the solution from the previous time step is
relevant, but all solutions beginning with the initial condition must also be
saved.

3.2.1 Nonlocal-in-space effects

In Fritz et al (2019a), the evolution of the tumor volume fraction was analyzed
in both local and nonlocal four-species models. Thus, we select the gradient-
based haptotaxis flux Jloc(φV , φECM ) = χhφV∇φECM for the local model
and Jnonloc(φV , φECM ) = χhφV k ∗ φECM for the nonlocal model. As done
in Chaplain et al (2011), Gerisch and Chaplain (2008) and Gerisch (2010),
we choose a kernel function kε, ε > 0, in the place of k that approximates
the gradient-based haptotaxis effect as ε → 0. This also means that a larger
nonlocal influence correlates to a greater ε-value. Specifically, we employ the
approximation

(kε ∗ φECM )(x)− φECM (x) · (kε ∗ 1)(x)

=

∫

Rd
kε(x− y)(φECM (y)− φECM (x))dy

≈
∫

Rd
kε(x− y)(∇φECM (x) · (y − x))dy

= ∇φECM (x)

∫

Rd
(y − x) · kε(x− y)dy

= ∇φECM (x),

where we selected kε such that xkε(−x) is a Dirac sequence, i.e., it satis-
fies

∫
Rd xkε(−x) dx = 1. Specifically, we choose the kernel sequence kε(x) =

−ω(ε)xχ[0,ε](|x|∞),. In the two-dimensional setting, we set the weight ω
depending on ε to ω(ε) = 3

8ε
−4 in order to fulfill the normalizing Dirac

property. .

3.2.2 Nonlocal-in-time effects

We mention the review work by Diethelm et al (2020b) that discusses the
pertinent numerical approaches for time-fractional PDEs. The kernel com-
pressing schemes in Fritz et al (2023) and Khristenko and Wohlmuth (2021),
which reduce the time-fractional PDE to a system of ODEs, are among the
numerous efficient methods accessible. However, the traditional L1 scheme
in Oldham and Spanier (1974) is still frequently used due to its simplicity,
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widespread acceptance, and straightforward implementation, see the survey
article by Stynes (2021).

Consider the mesh 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tN−1 = tN = T of the interval
[0, T ]. The α-th Caputo derivative of a given function φ at tn, n ∈ {1, . . . , N},
reads

∂αt φ(tn) =
1

Γ(1− α)

∫ tn

0

φ′(s)
(t− s)α ds.

We apply the approximation f ′(s) ≈ f(tj+1)−f(tj)
tj+1−tj for s ∈ (tj , tj+1), which

yields

∂αt φ(tn) ≈ 1

Γ(2− α)

n−1∑

j=0

wn−j−1,n(φ(tn−j)− φ(tn−j−1)),

where the weights wm,n for n,m ∈ [0, N ] are given by

wm,n =
(tn − tm)1−α − (tn − tm+1)1−α

tn−m − tn−m−1
.

The L1 scheme’s convergence is in the range of O((∆t)2−α), see Diethelm et al
(2020a), and the memory effect is depicted on the right as the history of the
preceding time steps φ(tn−j). Exactly this step is computationally intensive
due to the need to save the entire history in the computer’s memory storage.
Reduce the computational complexity by, for instance, storing only the pre-
vious 20 solutions. Given that the weights on prior solutions drop the further
back the previous solution is, this seems reasonable. But then nothing more
can be said about convergence.

In the works by (Fritz et al, 2021c, 2022) on time-fractional tumor growth
models, a fractional linear multistep method is used as in Lubich (1986). Such
a method is based on a convolution quadrature scheme, and it generalizes
the standard linear multistep method for ODEs. A subclass of these methods
generalizes the backward Euler method to fractional settings and approximates
the Caputo derivative by

∂αt φ(tn) ≈ 1

(∆t)α

n−1∑

j=0

(−1)j
(−α
j

)
(φ(tn−j)− φ(0)).

Indeed, setting α = 1 gives the backward Euler scheme. Similar to the tradi-
tional L1 method, it is necessary to store all previous solutions. The quadrature
weights can also be calculated recursively, and such methods are known as
Grünwald–Letnikov approximations. Similar to the classical L1 method, one
has to store all the previous solutions, see Diethelm (2010) and Baleanu et al
(2012) for more details.
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3.3 Uncertainty in tumor modeling

First off, we note that an orthonormal basis of the Hilbert space L2(Ω) on the
three-dimensional domain Ω = (0, 2)3 is given by

eijk(x1, x2, x3) = cos(iπx1/L) cos(jπx2/L) cos(kπx3/L),

where L is the edge length of the cubic domain Ω. Then the cylindrical Wiener
processes Wα on L2(Ω) can be written as

Wα(t)(x1, x2, x3) =

∞∑

i,j,k=1

ηαijk(t)eijk(x1, x2, x3),

where {ηαijk}i,j,k∈N is a family of real-valued, independent, and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) Brownian motions. Following the works by Chai et al (2018)
and Antonopoulou et al (2021), we approximate the term involving the Wiener
process in the fully discretized system as follows

1

∆t

(∫ tn+1

tn

dWα(t), ξ

)

L2(Ω)

≈ 1

∆t

∑

i,j,k,
i+j+k<Iα

ηαijk(eijk, ξ)L2(Ω),

where ξ ∈ Vh is a test function, ηαijk ∼ N (0,∆t) are independent Gaussians,
and Iα controls the number of basis functions.

3.4 Mixed-dimensional coupling

In the case of 3D-1D tumor growth models, one must implement the new
1D components into the code and establish the link between the 1D and 3D
variables. For time integration of the 1D equations, we employ the implicit
Euler method. For the spatial discretization of the 1D equations, the vascular
graph method is used, which corresponds to a node-centered finite volume
method, see Reichold et al (2009) and Vidotto et al (2019) for further details.

We decouple the 1D and 3D pressure equations at each time step and use
block Gauß–Seidel iterations to solve the two systems until the 3D pressure
converges. Similarly, the nutrient equation is discretized, with the addition
of an upwinding process for the convective term. The nutrition equations are
solved with block Gauß–Seidel iterations at each time step. In Fritz et al
(2021a), the numerical approach and discretization of terms that arise in the
setting of the 3D-1D coupling are presented in depth.

4 Concluding remarks

We have derived a multiple constituent model from the mass balance law
and a Ginzburg–Landau type energy. Like this, we can describe the evolu-
tion of tumor cells with various biological phenomena such as angiogenesis.
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We incorporated stratification and invasion due to ECM deterioration into
the model. Moreover, we investigated spatial and temporal nonlocalities,
stochasticity resulting from a cylindrical Wiener process, mechanical defor-
mation and elasticity, chemotherapeutic influence, and angiogenesis through
mixed-dimensional couplings.

Like this, we hope that tumor evolution can be studied with all various
effects that happen in specific organs. Each tumor is unique, and the param-
eters have to be tuned for each scenario. One requires a sensitivity analysis
with real data and a calibration of the parameters. We regard this as future
research after collaborating with doctors and obtaining data.

Mathematically, it cannot be followed immediately whether the nonlinear
models are well-posed and admit a solution. There is no unifying theory for
the analysis of any nonlinear PDE, and each novel nonlinear system has its
own unique challenges that must be examined in depth to confirm or deny
the system’s well-posedness. We want to emphasize that it is significant to the
study the existence of solutions of various models. Otherwise, numerical meth-
ods might show solutions, but the model could be ill-posed and not suitable
for describing real-world phenomena.
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